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Abstract: We introduce the task of learning to answer questions about a robotic
agent’s past actions using natural language alone. Humans represent much of
our experience using language so training agents to answer questions about their
experiences is one way of ensuring that humans and robotic agents see the world
in similar ways. We develop a method to automatically generate questions and
answers about objects, actions, and the temporal order in which they appeared in
particular episodes by making use of an existing dataset and virtual environment.
We then combine a convolutional network with a pretrained language transformer
model to answer the questions from multimodal input, viz. questions embedded
in the transformer model’s embedding space concatenated with egocentric video
frame features. The model achieves a high level of accuracy (90%+ accuracy on
thirteen of eighteen evaluation sets).
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1 Introduction

Human interaction depends on a shared representation of at least some aspects of the world and our
experience of it. When teaching children or training people to perform a new skill we often have to
explicitly encourage others to represent the world the way we want them to and take steps to find out
if they are doing so. It is common to use language to do this. A human might ask questions about
what someone else has done and seen in order to better understand the second person’s actions and
to make sure that they share a common understanding of the situation.

When robots operate in environments together with humans we would similarly like to ensure that
their representations of the world are aligned with those of the humans they operate alongside. As in
the case of human to human communication, we suggest that this can be done in part using language.
To that end we propose the task of enabling robotic agents to learn to answer questions about their
past actions in language. We develop a method to produce sets of questions and answers either in
advance of training or on the fly during training. Derived from simulator metadata, our approach is
more efficient than having to rely on human-generated questions and answers. In order to answer
the generated questions about episodes, we train a model that combines a frozen pretrained vision
network, a pretrained language transformer model which we fine-tune, and a convolutional network
trained from scratch to bridge the two pretrained networks.

We hypothesize that question answering can be an effective way to improve the alignment of repre-
sentations obtained by robots during task learning with the representations humans have about the
world. To understand robot interaction in an environment, three aspects of an episode stand out as
being especially important: the objects present in the environment; the actions taken by the agent;
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Figure 1: Sample questions (in blue) and answers (in green), broken up into question type, along
with a selection of video frames (in clockwise direction) of the corresponding episode in the dataset.

and the temporal sequence in which the episode unfolded. Generating questions targeted at these
aspects can be a way to guide representations learned by robots.

2 Method

Our approach requires egocentric video, a description of an agent’s actions during an episode, and
information about the environment the agent operates in, particularly the locations of objects it
encounters. For the purposes of the current investigation we use episodes from the ALFRED [1]
dataset, making use of the preselected set of egocentric video frames and a description of the agent’s
actions in the semi-structured Planning Domain Description Language (PDDL) [2]. We use the
AI2THOR environment to rerun the agent trajectories present in the dataset and capture the metadata
present while the agent is in the environment. This metadata includes information about objects
encountered in the virtual environment and the order in which the robot sees or interacts with them.
Though we use one particular existing dataset and environment, our approach can be used in other
cases where similar data can be captured.

Automatic generation of questions and answers
We develop a Q&A generation algorithm that produces questions and answers about episodes of
robots interacting with an environment. The algorithm can be used as a one-time offline dataset gen-
eration step or in an online fashion during training. The algorithm produces eight types of questions
in three broad categories:
(1) object questions about the presence of objects in the environment, both those the agent inter-
acted with and those it only saw. There are two kinds of object question: “object yes/no” questions
of the form, “was there a <object>?”, which require only “yes” or “no” answers and “object ei-
ther/or” questions of the form, “was there a <object A> or <object B>?” which require the model
to output the name of the object present (only one of the objects will be present in the episode).
(2) action questions, which ask about actions the agent performed. The two kinds of question —
“action yes/no” and “action either/or” — follow the structure of the respective object questions.
(3) temporal questions about the order in which actions were performed, of four kinds. The first
kind, “action before yes/no” of the form, “did you <action A> before <action B>?”, are answered
with a “yes” or “no”. The other three types are answered with an action as phrased in PDDL format
followed by one or two object and/or place names in natural English: “action before either/or” ques-
tions (“which did you do first, <action A> or <action B>?”); “what action just before” questions
(“what did you do just before <action A>?”); and “what action just after” questions (“what did you
do just after <action A>?”).

In addition to the above types of questions, we use the full PDDL description of the agent’s actions
as the answer to a ninth question, “what did you do?”.
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Question Seen envs Unseen envs
Accuracy Precision Accuracy Precision

Object yes/no .935 ± .008 - .900 ± .039 -
Object either/or .969 ± .010 .969 ± .010 .940 ± .022 .940 ± .022
Action yes/no .973 ± .004 - .885 ± .007 -
Action either/or .993 ± .002 .996 ± .002 .935 ± .012 .953 ± .011
Action before yes/no .992 ± .003 - .969 ± .007 -
Action before either/or .983 ± .003 .988 ± .002 .982 ± .005 .986 ± .006
What action just before .942 ± .003 .992 ± .003 .847 ± .027 .918 ± .027
What action just after .944 ± .008 .969 ± .006 .811 ± .014 .902 ± .005
Full narration .819 ± .008 .969 ± .011 .477 ± .027 .882 ±.032

Table 1: Accuracy and precision scores for answered questions by question type, averaged across
three runs, including standard deviation. Results shown are from two validation sets: those based
on episodes in virtual environments seen during training are on the left, unseen environments on
the right. None of the actual episodes themselves, of either type, are not found in the training set.
Precision scores not shown for “yes/no” answers where such scores must equal the accuracy scores.

Examples of each type of question can be found in Figure 1. Our Q&A generation algorithm sam-
ples the negative examples in the ’yes/no’ and ’either/or’ questions in proportion to their appearance
in the training set so that the model cannot learn to answer based on statistics of the training set while
ignoring the actual episodes. The algorithm also excludes temporal questions that could be ambigu-
ous, which may be the case if an action is repeated in an episode. Not every episode, therefore, has
questions of every type.

Figure 2: Input (at the left) to our full model includes video
frames as well as episode metadata describing the environ-
ment as the agent saw it. The components in black are pre-
trained and remain frozen during our training process, while
the light blue modules are trained from scratch. The dark
blue module, a pretrained T5, was finetuned during training.

Question Answering Model
Here, we present a learned algo-
rithm that takes as input egocentric
videos frames of a virtual mobile
robot and responds to questions about
the robot’s interactions in the frames.
Our full neural network model (see
Figure 2) combines several compo-
nents. Video frames are fed into
a frozen Resnet network pretrained
as part of the CLIP model. We ex-
tract the output of the last convolu-
tional layer and feed it into a three
layer convolutional network trained
from scratch which acts a bridge net-
work between the Resnet and the next
step in the pipeline, a T5 transformer
model [3] (“t5-base” in the Hugging
Face library [4]) which we fine-tune. While the T5 model was pretrained exclusively on language
data, we use it both for language and visual input, following other work which has shown the ability
of language model transformers to process multimodal data [5]. The natural language questions are
embedded using the model’s pretrained embeddings. We concatenate the text embeddings with the
image vector representations yielded by the bridge network. As the T5 is an encoder-decoder model
it is able to generate encoding representations of the images conditioned on the question being asked.
We train one model to answer all questions so it must learn to generate representations useful for all
questions. During an epoch of training, one question of each type is asked for each episode (when
such a question exists).
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3 Results

We find that our model performs very well on the questions from our Q&A generation algorithm.
Table 1 presents accuracy results for all question types, and precision scores for questions that
require generating text. An answer is considered accurate if it completely matches the target answer;
precision measures what percentage of words in an output answer are in the target answer. A few
patterns in the results can be seen.

First, the performance generally varies depending on how much generated text must be produced in
an answer and whether the model was given the answer as a choice, i.e. as part of an “either/or”
question. Providing the model a sort of hint in the form of an either/or question is an easier task
than requiring the model to come up with the answer without that hint. By contrast, with longer
answers there are more opportunities for errors so the worse the performance when measured by the
standard of complete accuracy tends to be. This is particularly true for the question which asks for
a full narration of the agent’s action, which has by far the worst results. For that question we also
calculated BLEU scores to better characterize performance, finding an average BLEU score of 0.936
± 0.013 in the previously seen environments and 0.775 ± 0.032 in the unseen environments.

Second, with only one exception, “either/or” questions see better accuracy than their corresponding
“yes/no” questions. This could be because asking if, for example, an action was performed is made
easier when it is a choice between two actions so that any uncertainty the model has about one of the
actions may be offset by its certainty about the other option. It is also possible that the model has
a harder time connecting the meaning of the “yes/no” answers back to the input, particularly since
most of the questions require outputting an object or action name, not just a “yes/no”.

Third, it might be expected that questions about the order that actions took place would be signifi-
cantly more difficult for the model to make sense of that those about the mere occurrence of those
actions. Surprisingly, then, we find that in most cases the model actually performs slightly better
when asked about the order of actions than about their simple presence or absence in an episode.

The model tends to make two kinds of errors when generating anything other than “yes/no” answers.
It sometimes misidentifies objects, particularly small ones, and particularly in the unseen environ-
ments. It also sometimes uses a different description for a location than the ground truth annotation,
in some cases doing so in a way that is nevertheless consistent with the action as seen in the episode.

4 Related work

This work is in some ways performing the inverse operation of two common tasks at the interface
of language and robotics. Learning to follow natural language instructions has a long history, from
Winograd [6] to an abundance of recent work in virtual environments [7] and real world manipula-
tion [8, 9]. Learning to ask questions has also been worked on as a way for a robotic agent to ask
for help or clarification while performing a task [10, 11].

Yoshino et al. [12] use natural language questions to clarify aspects of how a simple action was
performed in response to a question. Datta et al. [13] introduce a form of question answering where
the questions are in natural language but the answers take the form of visual highlights of a map
to indicate locations. Bärmann and Waibel [14] assemble a large question answering dataset for
real world video of humans performing actions, requiring significant effort to annotate. Carta et al.
[15] propose filling in the blanks within structured language instructions as an auxiliary task for
reinforcement learning agents in a 2-D grid world. Learning to produce instructions has been used
to augment datasets and as a training signal [16, 17].

5 Conclusion

We have demonstrated a system for answering questions about robotic agents’ past actions in a vir-
tual environment. Training an agent to answer such questions encourages it to represent the world
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in ways similar to the ways humans represent it. Answering the kinds of questions we propose re-
quires an agent to break up the world into the same objects and actions as humans do as well as
understand their temporal relationship. This alignment of representations will help make robotic be-
haviors more understandable to humans. Unifying the representations used to make action decisions
with those induced by our question answering task should also make natural language instructions
more understandable to the robotic agents, facilitating the learning of complex tasks describable in
language.
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